WOLFGANG CONCOURS-SERIES
The ultimate in fine car care products!

A message from Max,

Created by a team of scientists, chemists,
professional detailers, and auto enthusiasts
exclusively for the discriminating car care
lover.



Founder and Owner of Palm Beach M otoring Accessories…

Formulated with state-o
of-tthe-aart German scientific innovations in molecular chemistry.



Upon venturing into the premium car care market 25 years ago,
I suddenly realized my life-llong
passion. I was fascinated by
waxes, paint sealants, leather conditioners; what goes into them,
how and why they work, which
combinations yield the best outcomes. In 1997, I created and
launched the award-w
winning
Detailer'ss Pride professional detailing products. A few years later, I
became co-o
owner of Pinnacle
Natural Brilliance, a complete line
of car care products for the discriminating auto fanatic built
around a pure carnauba wax.
Since then I set out to design
another innovative series of products that would complement
modernizations in car paint and
finishes, utilize advancements in
research and development in the
car care industry, and fulfill the
ever-cchanging desires of the consumer. Lee, my senior chemist,
the staff at the Manufacturing
Division of Palm Beach Motoring
Accessories, and I set up stringent
guidelines for the development of
a new line that we would eventually introduce to the car-lloving
public. Our collective vision was
of a complete line of exclusive car
care products that would be an
exceptional value based on
superb effectiveness, employing
cutting-e
edge research and development,
encompassing
all

aspects of car care applications.
But our foremost goal was the
creation of paint sealant that
could bridge the gap between
carnauba waxes and long-llasting
paint sealants--ccombining their
most desirable traits.
We became consumed with
successfully completing this mission. We were confident but still
searching for the one thing that
would make our line truly outstanding in the automotive care
world. Lee was adamant that he
must go to Germany where
chemists excelled in state-o
of-ttheart molecular science, leaps and
bounds ahead of the rest of the
scientific world. Here, in German
laboratories, he would find the
missing link.
During the trips abroad, one
German chemist, Wolfgang
Determan, became increasingly
interested in our undertaking and
wished to contribute his experience and knowledge. Wolfgang
eagerly joined our team to help
create
an
American-m
made,
German formula like none other.
Incidentally, this chemist extraordinaire is the proud namesake of
our Wolfgang Concours-SSeries.
After years of trials and testing,
research and experimentation,
we're finally launching a complete system of Concours-w
worthy

products with a high-ttech paint
sealant at its nucleus. The resulting
line of products stems from highly
advanced German technologies
that are not yet available in the
United States. Thanks to Germandiscovered "super polymers," the
foundation of our formula, we've
created a revolutionary paint protector that has the personality of a
pure carnauba wax with the genetic make-u
up of paint sealant. We
proudly manufacture, bottle and
market Wolfgang in America, and
wouldn't have it any other way.
This arrangement is comparable to
the tradition in the automobile
industry where German and
Japanese technology is brought to
America and utilized by American
automotive companies. As we see
it, this provides to you the best of
both worlds. Wolfgang ConcoursSeries will delight even the most
critical, educated car enthusiast.

Built and manufactured on years of experience in the car care industry (by the manufacturers of Deetaileer's Pridee and co-m
manufacturers
Pinnacclee Natu
ural Brilliancce).



Professional-g
grade products that are
designed for ease of application, even in climates of high heat and humidity.



Complete line of non-aabrasive, paint-ffriendly,
oil-iin-w
water emulsion products, for total interior and exterior care and protection.



Quality, long-llasting products for exceptional value.



Paint sealant-b
based regimen, for enduring
shine and protection.



Modeled after the finest characteristics of the
best carnauba waxes (deep, wet gorgeous
shine), without the stereotypical sterile shine
associated with run-o
of-tthe-m
mill paint sealants.



Withstands frequent washings, extreme climates, ultraviolet rays, infrared radiation, salt
water, and environmental contaminants.



Granted, there is a good selection
of premium car care products available, all with their strong points,
and everyone has their favorites.
We are confident that once you try
any one of the terrific products of
Wolfgang Concours-SSeries, it will
become an integral part of your car
care regimen.
Sincerely,

Max
Max

www.wolfgangcarcare.com
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Wolfgang Deep Gloss Paint Sealant

Polishes to a deep, lustrous shine! Safely enhances
and preserves the car’s finish!

Wolfgang Deep Gloss Paint Sealant replicates the finer qualities of the
best carnauba waxes, but is superior in terms of longevity, durability
and protection. Just a few drops will produce a show-sstealing shine
that withstands the elements, ultraviolet rays, infrared radiation, salt
water, and environmental pollutants and armors your paint for
months. It is much quicker and easier to apply than a carnauba wax
and the shine is remarkably close. The surface of your car is left superslick, yielding a glossy, rich, liquid shimmer that undulates with energy.

Wolfgang Pre-W
Wax Polish Enhancer is absolutely fabulous for producing that elusive, show-rready wet-sshine look. This polish actually
enhances and preserves your car's surface by deep cleaning to remove
embedded dirt and old wax, without abrasives or harsh chemicals. It
minimizes swirls and scratches in the paint, making them seem to disappear. When you finish, your car's surface will be clean and glasssmooth-tthe best possible surface for applying wax.

The difference lies in the paint-ffriendly, water-b
based formula.
Foregoing the synthetic solvents found in most sealants, Wolfgang
Deep Gloss Paint Sealant is an oil-iin-w
water emulsion with high-ttech
"super polymers." Each polymer is designed to perform a different task:
some have high surface bonding characteristics, some offer superior
gloss, some are extremely water-rrepellant, some are resistant to
extreme temperatures. The crystal-llike structures generate an incredible, vivid shine, much like high-q
quality diamonds.

Deep Glosss Paint Sealant,, unlike a wax,, iss
incredibly simple and quick to apply. For besst
ressultss, start with a very small amount on
a dry applicator pad,, then wipe the
paint sealant onto the surface ussing
small circular motionss. Allow Deep
Glosss Paint Sealant to dry completely
before buffing. Cover the entire vehicle
firsst,, then come back and buff the
whole thing. Becausse Deep Glosss Paint
Sealant iss mild and water-b
bassed,, you
can apply multiple layerss to deepen the
shine without compromissing your paint
or clear coat.
In hot,, humid environmentss, thiss sealant
will lasst five to six monthss or more. In lesss
severe climatess Wolfgang Deep Glosss
Paint Sealant will protect for approximately seven to eight monthss. Thiss product iss truly a blesssing for the modern,,
hectic lifesstyle.

16 oz. WG-5500
64 oz. WG-5501
www.wolfgangcarcare.com

Our Pre-W
Wax Polish Enhancer is a mild oil-iin-w
water emulsion. This gentle, non-aabrasive water-b
based formula will not dull or dry the paint, and
is 100% safe for expensive finishes and antique, collector, and show
cars.

To maximize the effectivenesss of Wolfgang Pre-W
Wax Polissh Enhancer,,
apply out of direct sunlight onto a fresshly wasshed,, cool surface. The
polissh may be applied by hand or buffer,, to equal satissfaction. Alwayss
follow up the polissh application with Wolfgang'ss Deep Glosss Paint
Sealant or your favorite wax or paint sealant.
Hand Application: Apply a nickel-ssize amount
to a clean terry or microfiber pad. (Thiss
amount should be sufficient for half the
hood or an entire fender.) Working on a
small area,, masssage the polissh acrosss
the surface several timess. Allow a slight
haze to appear. Usse a clean terry cloth
or mircrofiber cloth to buff the surface
to a sparkle.
Machine Application: Apply a thin line
of polissh around the perimeter of a dry
foam pad. Work with areass of about
three square feet (half the size of a
hood) at a low speed until product
almosst driess to a film. You will need to
make several passsess. Allow Pre-W
Wax
Polissh Enhancer to dry completely. Usse
a microfiber or terry bonnet to buff off
the haze. Or,, manually buff away the
film with a clean terry cloth or a
microfiber cloth to a gorgeouss, highsheen enhanced surface. Note: Thiss
product iss not dessigned for usse with a
high speed orbital.
16 oz. WG-2000
64 oz. WG-2001
1 gal. WG-2002
www.wolfgangcarcare.com

Wolfgang Pre-Wax Polish Enhancer
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Strength, superior jetting, carnauba-like finish!
Experience the outstanding difference in this
distinctive, exceptional protectant!
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Nothing catches your eye like the sparkle of a freshly detailed car.
Unfortunately, maintaining that look for any amount of time is nearly
impossible. With driving, washing and exposure to the elements, the
beautiful, crystal finish on your car begins to fade and dull. Wolfgang
Instant Detail Spritz is a technologically advanced formula that restores
that "just-w
waxed," liquid shimmer in minutes! The specialized ingredients in this high-llubricity spray deliver unparalleled surface enhancement--cclarity, intensity and shine. Use Instant Detail Spritz over Deep
Gloss Paint Sealant or your favorite wax for an immediate restoration of
a showroom finish. Though most cars can be misted and buffed in less
than five minutes, it will look like you've spent all day laboring on your
car.
Wolfgang Instant Detail Spritz is great for maintaining and prolonging
the paint sealant, removing surface pollutants from the paint, and
adding a sizzling shimmer anytime, anywhere. It is formulated with
high-ttech German "super polymers." These highly-rreflective polymers
form an ultra-tthin protective coat that bond to the paint sealant or wax
finish and leave the paint surface slick
and silky--n
not to mention that the life of
the sealant will be extended with regular use. In no time, you have gorgeous
results.

Thiss product iss formulated esspecially for
usse over Wolfgang Deep Glosss Paint
Sealant,, but workss well over other sealantss
and waxess, too. Usse on a cool surface,, out of
direct sunlight. Simply spray a small area of
the vehicle. Ussing a terry or microfiber towel
(besst!) wipe away fingerprintss, water spotss,
dusst,, and other harmful contaminantss, leaving behind a rich,, spectacular shine.
Wolfgang Insstant Detail Spritz iss dessigned to
perform even in hot,, humid climatess without
streaking,, cloudinesss, or hazy patchess. It
workss exceptionally well on black and red
carss, unlike mosst detail sprayss. It'ss the perfect
wipe down for show carss or in-sservice limousiness.

16 oz. WG-3200
64 oz. WG-3201
1 gal. WG-3202
www.wolfgangcarcare.com

An extravagant shampoo for pampering your car!
Auto Bathe, Wolfgang's state-o
of-tthe-aart car shampoo, is a natural and
gentle yet very effective, non-ttoxic, biodegradable cleanser. It surpasses other similar products in cleansing power and preservation of your
car's surface. Thanks to technological advances stemming from years
and years of German research, input from professional detailers, and
auto paint and finish technicians, our team of American chemists were
wildly successful in formulating an advanced car shampoo unlike any
out there today.
Auto Bathe is a concentrated gel-sshampoo bearing Wolfgang's signature scent. Though tough against paint-d
damaging agents, Auto Bathe
is amazingly surface-ffriendly. This concentrated shampoo gel is built
around TUFF SUDS II, foam that suspends natural oils and German
"super polymers" within each bubble--aallowing built-u
up dirt and grime
to be effortlessly swiped away. The natural oils act as lubricants, encapsulating each dirt particle, reducing the chances of washing swirls.
Gritty and abrasive residue is rinsed away without scratching the paint.
TUFF SUDS II creates an abundance of long-llasting, luxurious, aromatic bubbles, even in hard water! Auto Bathe will not strip wax or any
kind of polymer surface protectant from your vehicle. Wolfgang Auto
Bathe leaves behind an ultra-tthin coat of gloss
resulting in a beautiful shine.
At Wolfgang we set the bar high when
it comes to environmental matters.
We're committed to our products being
earth-ffriendly. With a perfect, neutral pH
balance of seven, Wolfgang Auto Bathe
is completely safe for your skin and the
environment. You won't find any harsh
detergents, dangerous toxins, wax stripping agents, or sub-q
quality ingredients
in our Auto Bathe--o
or in any of our
products.

To usse,, thoroughly rinsse vehicle to
remove excesss dirt. Pour Auto Bathe
into a bucket,, then dilute with a heavy
jet of water to activate sudss. For besst
ressultss, wassh vehicle from the top down
with a sponge or mitt,, rinssing frequently to avoid water spotting. Dry vehicle
with a soft terry or microfiber waffleweave drying towel or chamoiss.
16 oz. WG-1000
64 oz. WG-1001
1 gal. WG-1002
www.wolfgangcarcare.com

Wolfgang Auto Bathe

Wolfgang Instant Detail Spritz

Attain that "just-detailed" shine--anywhere,
anytime--in minutes!
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A non-abrasive lubricant to enhance our
surface-purifying clay!
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Wolfgang Clay Lubricant is specifically designed to be used with
Wolfgang Elastic Poly Clay to create an ultra-ffine, slick protective layer
between the paint and the clay. This allows the clay to glide across the
surface, acting as a magnet for any foreign particles left behind after
the wash. You will be amazed at how much debris is lifted from the car
with each pass. When you feel no grabbing or resistance whatsoever
between the car and the clay, the claying is complete. Simply wipe
away any residue with a clean towel. If needed, wash your car again
to remove all traces of the clay. When this step is complete, your car's
surface will be exfoliated, "purified" and free of contamination. You are
left with a gorgeous, flawless finish.
A lubricant of sorts must be used with all types of clay. Soapy water can
work, but it can't provide protection for
your paint. Some detergents react with
the clay and cause it to deteriorate.
Wolfgang Clay Lubricant is a non-aabrasive, high-ttech formula containing super
polymers, which provide a sheer, ultra
smooth surface and enhance the effectiveness of the clay. Its high-llubricity formula makes the process extra-g
gentle on your
car's finish--lloosened particles are safely lifted
away with your poly clay bar without
scratching even the delicate clear coat.

Usse on a clean,, fresshly wasshed surface. Spray
a fine misst of Wolfgang Clay Lubricant on a
two-ffoot square area,, then gently rub clay
bar acrosss lubricated area. When your surface iss immaculate,, the bar will slide smoothly. If the clay doess not glide,, apply additional
lubricant. Gently buff the surface clean,, then
move on to the next section. When complete,, misst the clay bar with Wolfgang Clay
Lubricant and store in an airtight container or
a sealed plasstic bag.
16 oz. WG-1100
64 oz. WG-1101
1 gal. WG-1102
www.wolfgangcarcare.com

Regardless of the time and care spent on maintaining your car's factory-ffresh finish, paint contaminants are inevitable. Some contaminants,
such as bugs, tar, and overspray are visible, but pollutants from environmental fallout, rail and brake dust cannot be detected with the
naked eye. Evidence is rough, gritty spots when you run your hands
across the paint surface. Over time airborne particles abrade the paint,
allow oxidation to begin, and cause tiny rust spots in your paint. No
amount of washing or polishing alone can remove these enemies.
With Wolfgang Elastic Poly Clay, these harmful particles are eliminated
from paintwork quickly and effectively.
Claying, designed in the 1990s in Japan, is a procedure where a clay
bar acts as a magnet literally pulling embedded, paint-ffouling grime
away from the surface of the paint. Wipe away residue to reveal an
ultra-ssmooth, unpolluted finish. This is the optimum surface for applying polish and a paint sealant. Without this step, you will lock in these
harmful particles, doing more damage than good.
Wolfgang Elastic Poly Clay is a non-aabrasive product, safe for all aluminum, chrome, fiberglass, paint and finishes. It packs great cleaning
power--e
enough to remove stubborn tree sap, tar, acid rain and water
spots without harsh chemicals or abrasive particles. Wolfgang Elastic
Poly Clay will not dry out with age or decompose with frequent use.
Simply moisten with Wolfgang Clay Lubricant and store in a sealed
plastic bag.

Kneading the clay to exposse a fressh,, unussed surface will activate the
super polymerss. Spray a small area of your car'ss surface with Wolfgang
Clay Lubricant. Be sure to keep the car well lubed. Ussing moderate
presssure,, passs clay acrosss the paint until you don't feel any more "grabbing." The clay will move freely when all pollutantss have been
removed. Check clay often for any particless that might scratch the surface,, and shave them off. When
you're finisshed,, buff the clay off
with a towel to remove any
ressidue. Rinsse and dry your car.
For the ultimate outcome,, follow
claying with Wolfgang Pre-W
Wax
Polissh,, then protect and seal in
the shine with Deep Glosss Paint
Sealant. Thiss will yield
an unbelievable
showroom-q
quality
finissh.

6 oz. Bar WG-9000
www.wolfgangcarcare.com

Wolfgang Elastic Poly Clay

Wolfgang Clay Lubricant

The most thorough car shampoo cannot rinse away every last bit of
embedded residue and overspray that contaminates, and eventually
eats away, at your car's paint. To get that show quality, silky-ssmooth finish, twice a year you will need to follow the wash with a clay bar treatment. This step is essential to attain a pristine surface, especially desirable before applying wax or paint sealant.

Easily and effectively remove stubborn
environmental contaminants, tar and bugs
for a mirror-smooth finish!
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Your leather interior deserves nothing but the best in leather care and
conditioning. Wolfgang Leather Care Conditioner is a silky, lavish
lotion that penetrates and nourishes leather of all ages, even surfaceand vat-d
dyed hides. It contains ingredients derived from nature, such
as lanolin, mink oil and natural oils--e
essential to the vibrant health and
long life of your leather. This formula is potent enough to restore neglected leather to its former beauty and resiliency. UV protection is
added to Wolfgang Leather Conditioner to preserve and protect from
sun damage, fading, drying, cracking and brittleness that occurs naturally with age. Regular use of Wolfgang Leather Care Conditioner will
leave your leather soft, supple and inviting, with a warm, natural
leather aroma.
Our formula for Wolfgang Leather Care Conditioner results from many
clinical studies of the world's best leather conditioners. Wolfgang set
out to formulate a conditioner that would surpass all others in the following categories: longevity, absorption rate, realistic leather aroma,
effectiveness on dry, stiff leather, surface enhancement, absence of
residue, and overall quality. Specially formulated to armor against stains
and for advanced water beading. Nothing is better for your leather!
Wolfgang Leather Care Conditioner matches the leather's own pH balance of seven for maximum conditioning.

For the besst posssible ressultss, prepare leather
for conditioning by firsst ussing Wolfgang'ss
Leather Care Cleaner. Shake well then
apply Wolfgang Leather Care
Conditioner to a clean,, damp cloth or a
microfiber applicator. Wipe down
leather with the lotion,, ussing a circular
motion to masssage into the poress.
Allow the conditioner a few minutess to
penetrate,, then buff off excesss with a
clean towel. After allowing leather to
dry,, a quick buff with a soft cotton or
microfiber towel will yield a glowing,,
satin finissh.
Wolfgang Leather Care Conditioner
should not be ussed on napped leatherss
like suede or glove--ssoft leatherss.
Leather that iss already in a hard,,
cracked condition cannot be resstored
by thiss product or any other meanss.
With proper cleaning,, conditioning and
care,, your leather will endure.
16 oz. WG-2600
64 oz. WG-2601
1 gal. WG-2602
www.wolfgangcarcare.com

This pH balanced leather cleaner utilizes the
natural cleaning strength of citrus to remove
virtually any dirt or stain!
Keep your leather looking its very best. Wolfgang Leather Care Cleaner
is a gentle, pH balanced, 100% biodegradable cleaner which utilizes
the natural cleaning strength of citrus to remove virtually any dirt,
grease, ink, oil, or spills from your leather. Even with the most meticulous care, dust and tiny airborne particles find their way into the pores
and accumulate without proper maintenance. Leather Care Cleaner
penetrates deep into the pores and gently lifts away foreign particles,
pollution and contaminants, including microscopic dirt particles that
naturally build up over time.
This water-b
based, pure cleaner contains no petroleum distillates, silicon
oils or dehydrating acids, therefore will not dull, stain or cause drying
of your leather. Wolfgang Leather Care Cleaner is a safe, state-o
of-ttheart, deep cleaning formula with German-d
developed, non-iionic surfactant and non-aalkaline cleaning agents replacing harmful butyl, butyl
ether and acid-b
based cleansers. After using Wolfgang Leather Care
Cleaner, the surface of the leather is dirt-ffree and fragrant.

Apply Wolfgang Leather Care Cleaner to a
damp terry or microfiber applicator pad.
Work cleaner into the leather ussing short,,
even,, firm strokess. Pay attention to
excesssively dirty or stained areass; agitate with an upholsstery brussh. Allow
cleaner to penetrate for a few minutess,
then wipe dry with a clean terry or
microfiber towel. Follow with a
Wolfgang Leather Care Conditioner to
protect and enhance the surface.
Wolfgang Leather Care Conditioner
should not be ussed on napped
leatherss like suede or glove soft
leatherss. Leather that iss already in a
hard,, cracked condition cannot be
resstored by thiss product or any other
meanss.

16 oz. WG-2500
64 oz. WG-2501
1 gal. WG-2502
www.wolfgangcarcare.com

Wolfgang Leather Care Cleaner

Wolfgang Leather Care Conditioner

Soft, sumptuous, supple leather for years to come!
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BENEFITS OF WOLFGANG DEEP
GLOSS PAINT SEALANT

From the novice who frequents the local drive-through car



extreme climates, ultraviolet rays, infrared

wash to the car care enthusiast who meticulously attends to

radiation, salt water, and environmental
contaminants.

Paint Sealant vs. Carnauba Wax

every detail of proper auto care, we're all after one thing--
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protecting the paint. In years past, washing and waxing
were thought to be sufficient. Unfortunately, not.



Protective: Armors your car's finish.



Long-llasting: Five to six months in severe

climates, longer in milder conditions.


Stating it simply, a complete regimen for protecting a car's paint
has three main components:
washing, decontaminating, and
protecting. Washing removes the
majority of dust, dirt, and other
visible grime. No automatic or
hand car wash, regardless how
thorough, can remove bonded
or embedded contaminants
which ultimately eat away at the
paint or clear coat. Likewise, no
wax or paint sealant can prevent
paint contamination. These airborne pollutants come from a
variety of sources--b
brake dust, rail
dust, overspray, sap, and tar--aand
must to be exfoliated from the
paint before applying any kind of
protectant. The only effective,
non-aabrasive method of paint
decontamination is claying and
polishing. Claying, done about
every six months, attracts foreign
matter from beneath the surface
and pulls them away safely for a
deep-d
down clean. Clay even
removes particles invisible to the
naked eye for a glass-ssmooth finish. Polishing works in accordance by rejuvenating the top
layer, smoothing tiny scratches

and swirl marks with fillers, and
restoring the paint's deep vibrant
colors. Skipping this step before
protecting the paint locks in paintfouling dirt, causing more damage down the road.
There are only two means of
paint protection: waxing and sealing. Traditionally, the much
sought-aafter, liquid-llike, deep
shine is attained through a pure
carnauba paste wax. But, even
car buffs will admit that carnaubas are moderately difficult
and time consuming (up to
twelve hours to cure!), tend to
streak, haze, and deteriorate in
high humidity and temperatures,
and most have solvents that eventually dry and dull paint. The
biggest complaint concerning
waxes is their short life span of
eight to ten weeks, at best.
Liquid paint sealants, unlike
waxes, are quick and easy to
apply (under an hour), suitable
for extreme climates, resistant to
salt, UV rays, and humidity. The
most
dramatic
difference
between a paint sealant and a

Durable: Withstands frequent washings,

paste wax is the duration of the protection it offers. A paint sealant lasts
five to six months, even in the
southern-m
most states. The biggest
complaint about typical paint
sealants is the cold, superficial shine.
Everyone longs for that rich, wetlooking carnauba gloss finish, but
few have time for proper upkeep.
Wolfgang Deep Gloss Paint Sealant
has bridged the gap between carnauba waxes and paint sealants,
combining their most desirable
traits. Thanks to German-d
discovered
"super polymers," the foundation of
our formula, we've created a revolutionary paint protector that has
the personality of a pure carnauba
wax, but the genetic make-u
up of a
paint sealant. Wolfgang Deep Gloss
Paint Sealant lasts about five times
longer than any wax, takes a fraction of the time and effort to apply,
and is gentler to paint. Like armor, it
is highly resistant to harsh temperatures, raging elements and environmental pollutants. The technology
behind Deep Gloss Paint Sealant is
the future of paint protection.

High-ttech: Formulated with state-o
of-tthe-

art German scientific innovations in molecular chemistry.


Easy: Apply liquid, allow to dry, wipe off!



Quick: Applies in under an hour.



Mild:

Non-aabrasive, super polymer

based emulsion, for total protection.


Attractive: Deep, wet gorgeous shine.



Economical: Quality, long-llasting prod-

ucts for exceptional value.

www.wolfgangcarcare.com
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Wolfgang Tire & Wheel Cleaner

This thick gel penetrates beneath the surface to
give your tires a long-lasting true glow!

This is the only product needed to safely and thoroughly clean your
tires and wheels, restoring them to their original, grime- and dust-ffree
state. Wolfgang Tire & Wheel Cleaner boasts industrial strength cleaning power in a natural, 100% water-b
based formula! This new breed of
cleansers (out of Germany) replaces the outdated acid, butyl, or petroleum distillate based products. It contains emulsifiers, wetting agents
and environmentally safe deep cleansers to penetrate below the surface of the rubber to extract deep, ground in dirt and abrasives, further
protecting the life of your tires.

When applied regularly, Wolfgang Black Diamond Tire Gel prolongs
the life of your tires, maintaining that showroom luster. It delivers a
stunning semi-g
gloss, satiny finish, even on older tires. This concentrated
gel, unlike spray on dressings, applies evenly, is absorbed into the rubber, repelling UV rays, rain, and detergents. Black Diamond prolongs
the life of your tires, conditioning and revitalizing them for up to two
weeks, including a couple of washings! More than a tire dressing, Black
Diamond Tire Gel keeps tire walls supple and hydrated.

Wolfgang Tire & Wheel Cleaner is biodegradable, non-ttoxic, non-ccaustic, non-aabrasive and gentle on skin. But this thick, concentrated miracle gel packs quite a punch when it comes to quickly and easily removing brake dust, road grime, oil and grease. Rest assured that Wolfgang
Tire & Wheel Cleaner is safe to use on all kinds of wheels--iincluding aluminum, painted, polished, anodized, clear coated and billet wheels.
Natural oils in the cleaner capture dirt and dust on the wheel and
allow them to be whisked away from even the most sensitive, expensive wheels without danger of scratching or harming your investment.
The gel cleaner measures at a pH of
12.5 (superior cleaning muscle), but
without severe chemicals, it's as gentle
as water.

When applying,, tiress and wheelss musst
be cool to the touch. Concentrate on
one wheel at a time. Thoroughly wet
wheel with water. Cover the tire and wheel
with a fine misst of Wolfgang Tire & Wheel
Cleaner. Allow cleaner to sit and penetrate
for about 30 secondss.
Wolfgang Tire & Wheel Cleaner requiress
light agitation with a sponge or brussh to
facilitate deep cleaning action and break the
bond between the surface of your tiress and
wheelss and stubborn brake dusst and other
grime. Rinsse well with fressh water. Pat dry
with a clean towel to prevent water spotss.
Thiss ressultss in a thoroughly cleaned,, spotlesss
finissh on both tiress and wheelss. Usse out of
direct sunlight if posssible.

16 oz. WG-4600
64 oz. WG-4601
1 gal. WG-4602
www.wolfgangcarcare.com

While engineering the tire dressing for Wolfgang, chemists were
instructed to address certain issues that plague spray-o
on tire dressings:
sling-o
off factor, hazardous chemical make-u
up, short life-sspan, and an
unnatural, greasy look and feel that other dressings are known for.
Wolfgang Black Diamond Tire Gel has conquered these hurdles! It's
environmentally safe, produces a realistic deep black finish, lasts up to
three or four times longer, and doesn't sling-o
off onto your car's panels.
The Wolfgang Black Diamond Tire Gel formula is a pioneer among
today’s tire dressings.
Consisting of German super polymers, deep
conditioning agents, and a penetrating gloss,
this unique concentrate achieves spectacular
results without relying on drying butyls, alcohols or petroleum distillates. No harsh
chemicals or additives, that can harm
the environment or tires, go into Black
Diamond Tire Gel. One 16 ounce bottle
of Wolfgang Black Diamond Tire Gel is
equivalent to three or four 16 ounce
bottles of spray-o
on tire dressing.

Carefully apply one thin,, even layer of
Black Diamond Tire Gel,, swiped over
the surface which givess a handssome,,
well-d
dresssed glosss. If you prefer a heavier,, glosssier shine,, wait ten minutess and
reapply. For lesss shine,, follow the initial
application by immediately wiping tire
with a clean cloth. Pay special attention
to areass around raissed letterss and the
bead between the wheel and tiress
where the gel tendss to puddle. Allow
the gel to cure for an hour before driving. A tire cleaner will remove tire dresssing,, which will have to be reapplied if
you dessire.
16 oz. WG-4700
64 oz. WG-4701
www.wolfgangcarcare.com

Wolfgang Black Diamond Tire Gel
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Formulated for versatility, this cleaner is equally
gentle and effective on wheels as on tires!
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Tough stains and stubborn ground in dirt don't
stand a chance against the Spot Eliminator!

Wolfgang Spot Eliminator
16

The ultimate in spot removers, Wolfgang Spot Eliminator goes to the
source of the stain and blasts through to effectively eradicate ugly spots
from your carpets, seats, or literally any interior surface, even on the
dash, door panels, vinyl and leather facings. This unique, state-o
of-ttheart cleaner was formulated using German super polymers, industrial
strength water-b
based cleaners, additional wetting agents and a secret,
technologically advanced concentrate making it powerful against dirt
and grease but gentle to fibers and surfaces. Spot Eliminator is
designed for ease of use, repelling future stains and coating and protecting individual fibers.
Don’t give up or give in to unsightly stains that blemish and flaw an
otherwise attractive surface. Wolfgang Spot Eliminator is safe to use on
virtually any surface, fabric or carpet.
You'll want to have this handy in the
home, RV, boat, as well as your car.
Wipe down your dash and door panels to remove grease, grime and dressing build up before applying protective
dressings. You'll be amazed at how
quickly and easily Wolfgang Spot
Eliminator makes stains vanish!

For overall,, general cleaning,, begin with
Wolfgang Carpet & Upholsstery Cleaner.
Vacuum well then apply to dessired surface.
Agitate with a damp towel or carpet and
upholsstery brussh,, wipe dry,, then vacuum
again. Usse Wolfgang Spot Eliminator for any
super-sstubborn stainss that remain. Spray Spot
Eliminator directly onto the stain. Allow to
soak for 30 secondss, agitate with a brussh or
damp sponge,, then pat dry. For extra tough
stainss, a second application may be necesssary.

16 oz. WG-5000
64 oz. WG-5001
1 gal. WG-5002
www.wolfgangcarcare.com

Wolfgang Carpet & Upholstery Restorer is the answer to the dirt and
grime that are introduced daily to your car's interior, and more times
than not, ground into your upholstery and carpet. These ground-iin
pollutants require more than a vacuum if they are to be successfully
extracted. This water-b
based, concentrated formula contains powerful
cleaning agents used by professional detailers that detect and attract
dirt particles in fibers, lifting them away, and the latest technology in
fiber protection to repel future stains and coat and shield individual
fibers. Only gentle agitation is required to loosen ground in dirt and
grime, and your carpet and upholstery is protected.
Safe and effective on any surface. Though strong enough to conquer
tough dirt and stains, Wolfgang Carpet & Upholstery Restorer will not
fade or spot, will not affect the color of fabric or carpet, and will not
break down fibers. It does not contain harsh chemicals or release
harmful fumes. In fact, Carpet & Upholstery Cleaner smells quite nice as
it bears Wolfgang's aromatic, signature scent. Use it on carpets, upholstery, walls, floors, high traffic areas, and fabrics in the home, boat or
RV. Use it on door mats, door panels, fabric and velour seats, steering
wheel, and headliners. You will be
amazed at how quickly and easily your
car's interior--o
or anything else you use it
on--iis restored!

You'll want to vacuum to remove loosse
particless before spraying Wolfgang
Upholsstery & Carpet Cleaner,, and
again afterwardss for besst ressultss. It
requiress no dilution whatssoever. Spray
Wolfgang Carpet & Upholsstery Cleaner
acrosss surface,, concentrating on any
stubborn stainss. Allow to penetrate for
20-3
30 secondss. Agitate gently with a
brussh.
Wipe dry with a terry or microfiber
detailing towel. When completely dry,,
vacuum the area again to remove dirt
particless that were loossened by the
cleaner. For “imposssible” stainss, spillss
and spotss try Wolfgang Spot
Eliminator--aan extra-cconcentrated version of Carpet & Upholsstery cleaner
with double the cleaning force.
16 oz. WG-5200
64 oz. WG-5201
1 gal. WG-5202
www.wolfgangcarcare.com

Wolfgang Carpet & Upholstery Restorer

Our vehicles' interiors suffer an onslaught of dirt, grime, wear and tear
every time we climb in. In addition, food, soda, coffee, perspiration, ink,
gum, and hundreds of other everyday substances pose a threat to the
beauty of your carpets and seats.

Attacks stains, dirt, and grime that taint
and tarnish your car's interior!
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Wolfgang Vinyl & Rubber Protectant

German-developed super polymers keep glass
and other surfaces cleaner longer and produce
a breathtaking gleam!

Just as ultraviolet rays are detrimental to our skin and cause premature
aging, vinyl and rubber surfaces inside your vehicle suffer the same
fate. The windows actually magnify sunlight, accelerating discoloration, fading, embrittlement and cracking on the steering wheel,
dash and seats. Wolfgang Vinyl & Rubber Protectant restores and conditions dull surfaces, bringing them to life. This is a water-b
based conditioner that penetrates beyond the surface to help maintain pliability
and integrity of the covering. Wolfgang Vinyl & Rubber Protectant is
pH balanced and provides a natural, rich, smooth, satin finish that lasts.
It also contains sunscreens to block out powerful UV rays. Protection
for your vinyl and rubber is crucial as these materials readily absorb UV
light and are quickly damaged (known as photo degradation). To
avoid this deterioration, the application of a protectant containing a
UV stabilizer and a quencher (an agent that supplies competitive
absorption) must occur. These sacrificial molecules are absent in many
"protectants" that claim to effectively block radiation. Since there has yet
to be invented a permanent UV stabilizer, application of Wolfgang
Vinyl & Rubber Protectant should be part of your car care routine.

Wolfgang Perfect Vision Glass Cleaner is a powerful, 100% ammonia
free formula that cuts through tough grease, grime, bug splats, smoke
residue, silicon overspray and other pollutants without streaking or
hazing. German-d
developed, surface-e
enhancing super polymers work
as a dirt repellent, keeping glass and other surfaces cleaner longer!
Water beading is enhanced. The liquid has a slick, non-g
greasy feel,
which lessens the effort needed to beautify your windows and bring
them to a breathtaking gleam. Unlike other glass cleaners, Wolfgang
Perfect Vision is your solution to dangerous interior glare caused by
pollution that enters your car through the ventilation system and gases
emitted from plastics within the car. Wolfgang Perfect Vision cuts right
through that stubborn film, delivering shimmering results, yet is safe for
tint and interior plastics. The glass will be left absolutely sparkling and
crystal-cclear.

Most competing products contain
petroleum distillates as their shine
agent. These sit atop the vinyl as an oily,
greasy film that looks and feels unnatural.
These petroleum products can actually
speed up drying and cracking of the
top layer of vinyl over time.

Spray Wolfgang Vinyl & Rubber Protectant
on a terry cloth,, terry applicator pad or a
microfiber applicator pad and gently wipe
down interior vinyl: seatss, door panelss, dassh
and steering wheel. We suggesst applying it
to the cloth or applicator pad rather than
spraying directly,, to avoid oversspray onto the
windowss. Surfacess will be enhanced with a
non-rreflective,, satiny glow which reducess
glare from the dassh. Don't neglect door
sealss! You may let the protectant sit and soak
in for a few minutess. Wipe dry and voila!
A beautiful, natural finish with long-llasting
protection. If you prefer a less satiny finish,
simply buff surfaces with a microfiber towel.
16 oz. WG-2700
64 oz. WG-2701
1 gal. WG-2702
www.wolfgangcarcare.com

Best of all, Wolfgang Perfect Vision is superior for household jobs,
boats and motorcycles. More than merely a glass cleaner, it safely and
effectively cleans and shines plastic, vinyl, porcelain, chrome and stainless steel.

To facilitate the easse of cleaning with
Wolfgang Perfect Vission Glasss Cleaner,,
work out of direct sunlight. Cooler temperaturess and a cool windsshield are ideal. High
temperaturess and direct sunlight causse
cleanerss to evaporate too quickly. Keep
car doorss open while cleaning the interior. To attain the besst ressultss work half
of a windsshield at a time. Spray a generouss amount of Wolfgang Perfect
Vission Glasss Cleaner directly on the
glasss. We suggesst ussing a microfiber
towel to achieve the ultimate outcome
on your glasss and any final wipe-d
down
job. Microfiber performss better for
thesse jobss ass it iss dessigned to be far
more abssorbent,, lint-ffree,, light weight,,
quick drying and eassy to maintain.
They produce a far superior ressult than
lint producing terry towelss.

16 oz. WG-4800
64 oz. WG-4801
1 gal. WG-4802
www.wolfgangcarcare.com

Wolfgang Perfect Vision Glass Cleaner
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Penetrates below the surface to maintain pliability
and integrity of vinyl and rubber! Protects from
the suns damaging rays!
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Winning Combinations
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The Wolfgang Concours-Series as a whole is
formulated for a comprehensive car care program.
Each Wolfgang product is specifically created
to best perform a certain task, but
is a piece of the total car care
puzzle. Wolfgang is a complete
system intended to efficiently,
thoroughly and correctly preserve your car's paint job, address
cleaning and protection of the
interior surfaces, furnish proper
tire treatment, and deliver crystalclear, nearly invisible windows.
When used together, this system
produces a stunning, Concoursworthy masterpiece.
Having said this, the professionals
at Palm Beach Motoring
Accessories have assembled a
number of convenient kits-perfect combinations of our products with all the necessary tools to
accomplish a certain goal. All kits
come in a reusable Wolfgang
case, for easy transport and neat
storage. The tools, a variety of
brushes, applicator pads, and
microfiber towels, are top-q
quality,
multi-ffaceted and included to
make the job as easy as possible.
Not only are components in
these kits building blocks to an
optimal end, but they offer exceptional value. In each kit you'll find
in-d
depth instructions, tried-aandtrue tips, and detailing secrets
from car care professionals to
ensure that your experience with
our products yields the best possible outcome.
If you are seeking long-llasting,
just-d
detailed paint protection, the

Wolfgang Deep Gloss Concours
Kit consists of all the products and
tools you'll need to achieve a carnauba-llike wet-sshimmer appearance with longevity that you can't
attain with a wax. The Deep Gloss
Total Concours Kit takes this goal
a step further by adding the
Wolfgang Elastic Poly Clay and its
sidekick,
Wolfgang
Clay
Lubricant. Using these two products, just twice a year guarantees
oxidation- and contaminant-ffree,
smooth as glass paint-tthe best
surface for a paint sealant or wax.
Acknowledging the fact that the
seasoned car care enthusiast
already has a favorite regimen
built around a certain product,
we supply a Wolfgang Elastic
Poly Clay Kit, to complement any
product line on the market. We
feel our state-o
of-tthe-aart Elastic Poly
Clay and Clay Lubricant are
exceptional products and being
able to stand on their own, are

Wolfgang Concours-Series Kits

Ultimate packages!
Unbeatable savings!
Unparalleled satisfaction!





Wolfgang Deep Gloss Total Concours Kit

worthy of a spot in any garage.
For interior care, we offer a
Wolfgang Leather Care Cockpit
Kit. Within the handy storage case
we include Wolfgang Leather
Care Cleaner and Conditioner,
both formulated for ultimate
leather care: cleaning, conditioning, and repelling from future spills
and stains. Likewise, Wolfgang
Carpet & Upholstrey Restorer
cleans and protects your interior
carpet. The latest technological
advances for leather treatment
went into these Wolfgang formulas for safe cleaning and essential
nourishing of your leather interior.
Wolfgang Vinyl & Rubber
Protectant delivers superior cleaning power and maximum sunscreen and conditioners, to protect from drying, brittleness and
cracking that occurs with age.
With the myriad of tools that go
along with these products, your
car's interior will look its best.

Wolfgang Deep Gloss Concours Kit





Wolfgang Elastic Poly Clay Kit

Wolfgang Leather Care Cockpit Kit

www.wolfgangcarcare.com
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Attain a perfect-ten shine--everything you need to clean,
polish, and protect!
 Wolfgang Auto Bathe (16 oz.)
 Wolfgang Pre-W
Wax Polish Enhancer (16 oz.)
 Wolfgang Deep Gloss Paint Sealant (16 oz.)
 2 Microfiber Detailing Towels (16" x 16")
 2 Microfiber Applicator Pads
 2 Poly Foam Applicator Pads
 Wolfgang Handbook

Wolfgang Leather Care Cockpit Kit WG-77000

Clean and protect leather plus all other interior surfaces from
the detrimental effects of aging!
 Wolfgang Leather Care Cleaner (16 oz.)
 Wolfgang Leather Care Conditioner (16 oz.)
 Wolfgang Vinyl & Rubber Protectant (16 oz.)
 Wolfgang Carpet & Upholstery Restorer (16 oz.)
 3 Microfiber Applicator Pads
 2 Microfiber Wipe Towels
 1 Leather & Vinyl Scrub Brush
 1 Vent Brush
 Wolfgang Handbook

Exceptional Values

Exceptional Values

Wolfgang Deep Gloss Concours Kit WG-66000

Wolfgang Deep Gloss Total Concours Kit WG-66500

A comprehensive exterior car care kit-six products, an arsenal
of application tools, and a how-to guide!
 Wolfgang Auto Bathe (16 oz.)
 Wolfgang Pre-W
Wax Polish Enhancer (16 oz.)
 Wolfgang Clay Lubricant (16 oz.)
 Wolfgang Elastic Poly Clay (6 oz. bar)
 Wolfgang Deep Gloss Paint Sealant (16 oz.)
 Wolfgang Instant Detail Spritz (16 oz.)
 2 Microfiber Detailing Towels (16" x 16")
 2 Microfiber Applicator Pads
 2 Poly Foam Applicator Pads
 Wolfgang Handbook
www.wolfgangcarcare.com

Wolfgang Elastic Poly Clay Kit WG-88000

The only non-abrasive method of removing stubborn environmental contaminants, tar and bugs embedded in the paint!
 Wolfgang Elastic Poly Clay (6 oz. bar)
 Wolfgang Clay Lubricant (16 oz.)
 2 Microfiber Buffing Cloths (16' x 16")
 Wolfgang Handbook

www.wolfgangcarcare.com
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